6.5 chevy diesel injection pump
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Article. The prefix part is a Stanadyne DS After the DS is a revision number that can be vehicle
specific. For our trucks, we should be using a DS or a DS Also look for a green metal tag on one
corner of the IP - this generally means that the rebuilder has revamped it with the latest internal
changes. From what I can tell of the history, the DS is the first generation. Avoid these unless
it's been upgraded with the ceramic rollers - the metal rollers inside them will shred unless you
run an additive 24x7. As for replacement - I'd consider having a Stanadyne shop do the work.
It's a royal PITA to get to all the stuff you need to take one off and replace it. Local shops here in
Phoenix charge about dollars: pump removal, refurbish, and reinstall. Article on the Mechanical
Injection Pump. Stanadyne EFI injection pump, used from to in GM light duty pickups, delivery
vans and in to model year Hummer turbo diesels. This injection pump can be used in naturally

aspirated and turbo charged applications. Not starting, stalling, hard starting, and hesitation are
injection pump symptoms. First, check that the engine is getting uncontaminated fuel and there
is no water in the system. Just so you are aware if water gets to the injectors, they will be
destroyed. There are several ways that water is blocked, so it is unlikely this will happen.
Depending on the problem the truck may go into 'limp home' mode. When the timing signal is
'missing' the system will advance the timing to the max, hence the engine will get very noisy.
The trans doesn't up shift and you can drive about 30 MPH. Your engine will be running at
higher RPM's due to this. My 97 turbo diesel wagon would stop running for no reason at very
unexpected times. After checking the fuel lines, lift pump and changing the fuel filter, I took it to
a GMC dealer to have them run a computer scan on it. The scan from the tech 2 came back with
the codes P and P both indicating a bad injector pump. Getting a p will generally give you
something else paired with it. Best case - you dump a bunch of Stanadyne Fuel System additive
in for a few weeks, clear the code out with the OBDII tool, and you'll never get it again. My
Hummer has only 51, miles on which I do not think is a lot for this kind of diesel engine, so I
called Stanadyne the manufacturer of the injector pump. After I read them the codes they
explained that the optical sensor in the pump had failed. They gave me the model number of the
pump used in all diesel hummers DS Lookup Diesel in the Yellow pages to find a local dealer.
Note that these prices may be outdated now. Use a scan tool to clear the DTC codes but you
must also cycle the ignition. You can also disconnect the battery which will supposedly clear
the codes. This is what stops your engine when you shut it off. It is an electrically controlled
valve that shuts off the flow of fuel to the injection pump. The valve can leak, the coil in the
valve can go bad or you can have have failing electrical connections which will make it at best
intermittent. Thank Ross Schmitz for this great info. Symptoms are occasional hard starts, stall
with sputtering during driving and would not restart right away. The last episode put my truck
on the back of a flat bed for a ride home. This differs from a FSD problem. Typically when you
have a problem with the FSD the engine doesn't sputter and usually starts up fine. As the FSD
gets worse it will get harder and harder to restart a hot engine. The good news is that a FSS is
easy to fix and fairly inexpensive Replacement is very easy. Keep it clean and don't let dirt get
into the pump. Install and torque to in-lb per Stanadyne and reconnect wire. Stanadyne says
they bench check them with a 12 volt power supply to check actuation. I specifically asked if
there is a resistance check and he said no they have an electronic software assisted test stand
for the entire pump. Also, he said they don't see these fail alot at all. Of the few they have had
come back all failed either with a foriegn particle obstructing the valve on the inside of the unit
or a bad coil. This will kill your engine. The diesel engine requires a supply fuel line fuel from
the tank to the engine and a return fuel line fuel from the engine back to the tank. What happens
is that the injection pump will supply more fuel than is necessary to the injector. The computer
opens the injector for a duration based on the called for power, ie you stepping on the gas. After
each cycle there is unused fuel that has to go somewhere. If it has nowhere to go you will have
problems. It was demonstrated to me by taking your fingers and folding the short drain-back
hose coming off the injection pump in half to pinch it shut; the engine very abruptly shut down,
just like turning off the key would. One of the rubber hoses at the back of the engine was folding
into a "Z" shape when the truck flexes in that direction, cutting off the flow of fuel. These lines
can get eaten by the newer blends of biodiesel which will disintegrate them and fail. New
biodiesel lines are viton lined. These hoses will say SAE30R9. Has the engine got a misfire or
hesitation? If it doesn't then most likely it is a return line or the injection pump itself. You can
use a shop drop light and a mirror to see where the leak is. I've also had a leak in the fuel line
entering the fuel filter bowl. I replaced the glow plug controller. My truck still blows a ton of
white smoke and still idles very rough, to the point it's now nearly stalling until the engine
warms up. The rough starts are occurring whether the engine is warm or cold, block heater
used or not. It doesn't settle down until I've got the thing running at highway speed, and then
the truck finally runs "normal", until I turn it off again. Well, I've finally tracked down the
problem hard starting and missing timing issue for my Took me a while, but it finally came to
me while tracking down another theoretical leak in my oil pan. Come to find out that the oil leak
from my pan isn't the pan gasket. It's diesel coming from the injector pump. So the problem is a
shot injector pump. It did a perfect job of "torching" a small hole through the top of a piston. A
word of advice. Some injector and pump shops install all new nozzle tips on their "REMAN"
units and some will clean and test only. If your engine develops a bad knock it is probably due
to a bad injector. What happens is that the injector opens much earlier than it should, effectively
advancing the cylinder timing which causes the knock. Others have reported that this is a
beginning symptom of bad crankshaft bearings. I have a knock in Cylinder 1 In my 99 H1. I
cracked loosened the fuel injector line to reduce fuel pressure and the knock goes away. Any
ideas. Could be a partially blocked injector, when they are blocked it sounds like the big end is

gone. To prove whether it is the injector swap it with the next one and see if the problem follows
the injector. If you have a scan tool, you can disable that injector completely and see if that
affects the noise td's only. Do a compression test on cylinder 1 and on 3. Make sure the 1
injector did not over-pressure the cylinder causing a hydrolock condition which would bend the
connecting rod. The compression will be around psi lower than cylinder 3 if this is the case. I
have seen around 4 hummers with this problem in the last year Replace the connecting rod and
bearing and the knocking noise will go away. Injection timing that is too far retarded will allow
more white smoke production for an extended period following a cold start because ignition
temperature is controlled in part by injection timing. The engine will most likely run a little rough
as well as exhibit lower power than normal. Check the injection timing first for an excessive
white smoke problem. This check should include a test of the HPCA function. An inoperative
HPCA solenoid due to an electrical problem or bad solenoid will produce an unusually large
amount of white smoke while cold. The HPCA solenoid makes it easier to start a cold engine by
reducing housing fuel pressure in the advance mechanism. The HPCA solenoid is located under
the fuel return outlet, under the pump housing cover. It is activated by the coolant temperature
switch, which is mounted on the rear of the passenger side cylinder head. When coolant
temperature is low the temperature switch is closed, energizing the HPCA solenoid rear pump
terminal connected with a green wire , which lifts the check ball off its seat in the return outlet.
This reduces housing pressure to near zero, so that the transfer pump pressure behind the
power advance piston can easily advance the cam ring. The HPCA advances the timing by
about 6 degrees to compensate for the slower burning injected diesel charge until the engine
warms up to around F. Air in an injector line won't allow that particular cylinder to fire during a
cold start and this cylinder will lag behind the others in warming up. When the air is eventually
purged from the affected injector line, the cylinder will begin to fire and will produce white
smoke for a short period of time. A constant air leak in the injection system will affect
combustion efficiency and can allow white smoke generation for a longer period of time. If the
fuel return function in the injection pump becomes restricted and the internal pump housing
pressure rises above the normal psi, the injection timing will be affected. Housing pressure
partially controls injection timing. More pressure retards timing, and less pressure advances
injection timing. The engine will probably produce more white smoke due to lower combustion
temperatures with a retarded timing. An incorrect housing pressure also interferes with the
injection pump's ability to correctly meter fuel. Installing a "T" fitting in the injection pump fuel
return line will allow you to test the return line pressure. The pressure should be below 12 psi. A
higher reading would indicate a restricted fuel return line. An injection pump with stuck or
defective advance mechanisms can cause the engine to smoke abnormally. A timing test
performed with an electronic timing set would help discover this problem. If you have a
relatively low time pump and injectors, have them tested at a Stanadyne authorized
re-manufacturing facility before considering replacement unless they are under warranty. I was
playing with my Autoenginutiy scan tool v4. For me the 'time set' thing is what i'm interested in for months now I have been in a constant back and forth with my local dealership after they
installed my new injection pump - things have never felt right since. John Klatte told me that in
'time set' mode i should get a reading of 3. Tonight as I set that switch I watched 'desired IP
timing' fall to zero as expected; and then watched the 'actual IP timing figure' as it wavered
between 2. Lots of smoke billowing out of the engine at this point so I turned that mode off, but I
think i've got some concrete proof now that they did not set the timing on my IP properly.
Correct learned TDC offset value should be between minus 0. If the value is not within specified
range, loosen injection pump and rotate it to the correct value as follows: If value is between
plus 1. If value is between minus 0. Note: 1 mm pump movement in either direction results in
approximately 2 degrees change. As far as I know, once you achieve TDC offset value within the
specified range, the PCM will control the injection timing based on the feedback it receives from
various sensors. Once the TDC offset is within the specified range, the PCM should control the
pump timing via the stepper motor based on the input from the various sensors. Again only the
NA Diesel injection timing is adjustable. If everything is working properly, the actual injector
timing should closely resemble the desired injection timing. At idle, the desired injection pump
timing reads 8. Based on this, I should rotate the pump slightly toward the passenger side.
However, the vehicle seems to run fine as currently set. When connecting. Use the L That is the
engine in our trucks. Go to the time set function, with warm engine. When the desired timing
goes to zero, watch the actual timing. It will vary somewhat and you should still be able to read
what looks like an average reading. It may swing a little, about. If it swings much higher like say,
2 or 3 degrees, then you may have a problem with the gear train. I have no idea if this actually
works. You'll see the optical sensor there. Use the T bit and the snap ring pliers to remove the
cover and free up the optical sensor upper half. The lower half is held in with a T screw and a

plate. Supposedly, shifting the optical sensor 1mm will achieve power gains. Scribe the area
under the lock plate Stanadyne supposedly does this already, but some pumps don't have a
guide mark , unscrew the T partially, take a screwdriver, and shift the lower sensor assembly
1mm towards the passenger side. Use another screwdriver to hold the lock plate in place.
Tighten everything and reassemble. Supposedly, power increases and there is either a
negligable or minor increase in MPG. And you don't need any special tools to rotate or loosen
the IP. Stanadyne 6. If this site has helped you consider a Donation. Donation Info. Completely
Remanufactured and Upgraded. For all 6. Injection pumps are sold on an exchange basis. Your
core must be returned within 30 days. If you have a 94 truck, you MUST check the model of your
current pump. If the model is a DS, only another can replace it. ALL other pump models are
superceeded by the I recommend our Haynes Manual ssd if your first time replacing a pump for
the basics. Then if you have any further questions, please contact tech support thru the
website. Can ship in business days. Loading, Please Wait Have been working on my Hummer
H1 with GM 6. Doing the work myself. Walt has been there through it all giving me support and
guidance! Anyone that has a 6. Walt and I received all of the parts that I ordered in a very timely
manner and the directions that came with them were great too. No more stalling thanks to FSD,
old crunched downpipe and plugged cat now flowing good with 4" pipes and now she whistles
with the Warranted 1 year, unlimited mileage. Click for Larger Photo. Shipping Overview: Read
More. You will be quoted the shipping cost and presented with delivery options at the time of
checkout. See our shipping calculator for more information. International Customers - Review
Shipping Policies. Beware, there are some unscrupulous rebuilders out there that sell for less.
They just clean and re-gasket them and have the nerve to sell as "reman". Buy from the name
you trust with all your 6. Check Out. DS 6. All injections pumps are fully rebuilt and upgraded.
All wear parts are replaced, whether they test bad or not. Pumps are ultrasonically washed, and
reassembled to O. Fits all GM 6. If you experience stalling, hesitation, stuttering, poor mileage,
or no-start, chances are it is just the PMD failing. If you have already tried a new PMD and you
are still experiencing problems, the injection pump must be replaced. DS, , , , , , , , , , , , , Skip to
main content. Related: 6. Include description. ATS 6 Items 6. BuyAutoParts 2 Items 2. Detroit
Diesel 2 Items 2. Dorman 1 Items 1. OEM 1 Items 1. Unbranded 15 Items Brand Type. Genuine
OEM 5 Items 5. Aftermarket Branded 13 Items Private Label 3 Items 3. Not Specified Items
Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 42 Items Not Specified 77 Items No Warranty 8 Items 8.
Unspecified Length 32 Items Lifetime 10 Items New Items Used 33 Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 2. Buy It Now Item Location. US
Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize.
See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right
parts faster. Buy It Now. Last one. Free returns. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about
your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Huckstorf Diesel is an authorized Stanadyne dealer, and we have
the ability to rebuild these pumps in house. We are seeing the effects of the high mileage being
accumulated on these engines, and it is in most cases it makes more sense to buy a new
assembly than replace all the necessary parts needed to rebuild a used pump to new standards.
Updated low friction components were also added to the fuel control section. In there were
pumps produced with tag number DS This pump is not compatible with the pump. In General
Motors replaced the 6. The engine was designed to be a more powerful version of the 6. In the 6.
The 6. The piston stroke was lengthened to achieve the extra cubic inches. Machining the bore
further into the block caused a lack of material between the main cap bolt holes and the cylinder
walls. The main bearing web in the block was prone to cracking. That made these engines poor
candidates for big performance upgrades. The Duramax engine is much more capable of
making power levels that matched or exceeded the Ford and Dodge diesel offerings.
Horsepower numbers for the 6. Torque ranged from lb-ft rpm to lb-ft rpm. There are several GM
6. The L56 is emissions controlled with EGR and catalytic converters. The L65 engine has no
EGR, and has no catalytic converter. There is a soot trap on L65 engines that is often mistaken
for a catalytic converter. L57 is listed as HO or Heavy Duty. Changes were made by GM to the 6.
The model years used a 6. The PMD is an electrical solenoid that drives a plunger solenoid
inside the injection pump. In mid GM implemented a redesigned engine cooling system
incorporating twin non bypass-blocking thermostats and a GPM water pump. Through the years
there were many different variations in the 6. The engine application codes were based off the
Truck Style, Model Designation, and if the engine was equipped with or without a turbocharger.
This pump will work on the following applications. Due to minor differences this pump may not

be a direct supersession, but will work properly. If you want your pump built to a specific model
code, Huckstorf Diesel will be happy to do that for you. If you want to have your pump
customized for a performance application we can do that also. Give us a call and we can
discuss your options! Model Designations. Other Designations. GM Part Numbers. Create
Account. Ford Ford 6. Core Returns Shipping Warranty Returns. Click on Image to Enlarge. This
pump comes with a two year warranty. Restrictions do apply. Core not required. Related
Products. The eighth character in VIN will be an F. Refer to GM bulletin for more information on
how to determine which pump should be installed. Manufactured Again takes products through
a restorative process, using highly refined industrial procedures in a factory setting to promote
greater resource productivity, and aims to reduce waste and avoid pollution. It is the only form
of reuse, re-purpose, repair, or recycle that produces warranted products that meet or exceed
quality and performance expectations. If you have any questions or concerns, please call and
our customer satisfaction team will be happy to assist you. Core Policy To dispose of your old
cores, Di eselogic has 3 convenient choices: 1. Customers using a debit card may see a
pending transaction on your bank account until the cores are returned. Their order will ship
immediately once the cores are received. All cores must be "cosmetically" in original and
acceptable condition i. We will not be responsible for any damage caused in transit. If you have
any questions regarding this policy, please contact us at See Full Core Policy for details. Your
satisfaction is very important to us. No refunds will be given on Products that have been
installed, tampered with, contaminated, or disassembled. Jacksonville, FL Shipping costs to
send the returned Products to us are the responsibility of the customer. If an item was
purchased with free shipping, the costs of shipping will be deducted from the refund amount. If
it applies, the cost of the core shipping label will also be deducted from the refund amount.
Orders returned beyond 60 days will fall under our Warranty Claim Policy. Please see the
Warranty Policy for details. Once we have inspected the Products and confirmed they are in
new and resalable condition as required by this Policy, we will process your refund. Dieselogic
does offer expedited shipping via UPS. It is important to note that the expedited shipping time
refers to the time from orders leaving our facilities to the shipment destination. Some orders will
require production, assembly, or procurement time before the order is ready to be shipped.
Please contact our team to discuss if your order will be subject to these limitations. Worn out,
missing or non-functioning components are replaced with new or manufactured again
components. After full disassembly is complete, the part is reassembled and tested for
compliance with OEM Bosch performance specifications with our patented Dieselogic NEO. The
NEO provides validity testing of Common Rail Injection internal calibration emission tolerances
and stimulates the aftermarket economy while lowering emissions for a greener environment.
For more info on the NEO click here. Omar, loved your customer service and thank you for
staying late to take care of the shipping dilemma. I appreciate you going above and beyond. Not
to mention my new turbo rocks and my truck is running like a beast! Thanks again for all you
do. Great customer service and working directly with an owner that cares about his clients is
sadly a rarity these days. Terry D. Chris at Dieselogic did an excellent job of finding the
information I needed to get right injectors for my truck when Dodge and Cummins couldn't.
Excellent product and great people to work with from the order desk to the tech. Thankful that I
found a company that backs up what they sell. Thank You! Very professional and
knowledgeable. Took the time to call me to make sure I ordered the correct parts. Miss , Brittany
at Dieselogic was very attentive to my injector needs , very knowledgeable on my 6. My truck is
running great. Good customer service, emailed with multiple questions and got responses,
called and talked to Chris there about some stuff and gave good clear explanations! I just
recently ordered a set of remanufactured injectors for my 06 duramax lbz and so far they are
performing flawlessly and it resolved my low fuel rail pressure code just took the truck on a mile
round trip and it never skipped a beat. Dieselogic was a great place to deal with, the person was
nice, the thing I really liked was I'm a do it yourself guy and a lot of the times when you call and
ask questions people want to make you feel stupid for the questions you asked and don't want
to deal with you but Dieselogic wasn't like that. Omar done an amazing job answering all my
questions and processing my order! Very good customer service! Highly recommend doing
business with this guy! Your Vehicle:. Choose your vehicle. Shop by vehicle Year:. Select Year
No Models Found. Find Parts Reset. SKU: Warning California Proposition 65 Information. Due to
FAA regulations flammable liquids fuel additive cannot be shipped via air freight; these items
must be shipped via UPS ground service. We make every effort to ship all orders within 48
hours, excluding weekends and National Holidays. International Shipping Shipping costs on
orders placed outside of the Contiguous US may not have accurate shipping charges a
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ssessed at check out; in this case the shipping cost will be calculated and we will contact the
customer for confirmation of this charge. Buyer shall be responsible for all shipping, handling,
insurance, customs, duties and import fees, tariffs and taxes, and all other similar costs and
charges. Dieselogic reserves the right to pass any additional shipping expenses incurred from
Buyers shipping instructions to the Buyer. All orders for customers outside of the US for
injectors, turbos and pumps; must send us their cores in advance or pay for them in full. Please
contact us at Dieselogic cuts out the middle man, meaning the same quality at lower prices.
Found a better deal elsewhere? Give us a call at to talk about price matching. We pride
ourselves in superior craftsmanship, quality product lines, and responsive in-house customer
service. As leaders in the diesel injection system remanufacturing and refurbishing industry for
over 5 decades, you can shop in confidence. Email Exclusives.

